Viking introduces new groundbreaking exhaust valve for contaminated water diving

The world leading dry suit manufacturer Viking today announced a new product that will further strengthen the company's leadership on the dry diving suit market. Viking X2 exhaust valve is based on Viking's extensive knowledge about contaminated water diving and the Swedish manufacturer Si-Tech's exhaust valve competence, together adding another dimension to the safety of diving.

The new Viking X2 exhaust valve is developed in order to meet the increased safety demand from divers that dive or may dive in contaminated water. The Viking X2 is built in a special chemical resistant plastic material. It is equipped with double check valves that minimise the risk for micro-leakage, that could possible injure the exposed diver. In spite of its increased features, the Viking X2 has a smaller profile than other exhaust valves.

Viking X2 exhaust valve was introduced today at DEMA, one of the leading diving events in the world. For more information: www.demashow.com

About Viking
Viking is a part of Trelleborg Protective Products, a company that develops advanced protective suits for professional users, both on land and in water. The company is a worldwide market leader in chemical protective suits and dry diving suits. Wellknown brandnames include Viking, Trellchem®, and TrellTent®.
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